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Marla Wolfblade is effectively ruling Hythria in her brother's name. The country is stable and there is peace and
prosperity. But problems start when Marla brings into the family the orphaned daughter of her third husband, Luciena
Mariner, who carries a deadly secret.
A dark lord will rise. Such is the prophecy that dogs Ringil Eskiath—Gil, for short—a washed-up mercenary and onetime
war hero whose cynicism is surpassed only by the speed of his sword. Gil is estranged from his aristocratic family, but
when his mother enlists his help in freeing a cousin sold into slavery, Gil sets out to track her down. But it soon becomes
apparent that more is at stake than the fate of one young woman. Grim sorceries are awakening in the land. Some speak
in whispers of the return of the Aldrain, a race of widely feared, cruel yet beautiful demons. Now Gil and two old
comrades are all that stand in the way of a prophecy whose fulfillment will drown an entire world in blood. But with heroes
like these, the cure is likely to be worse than the disease.
Taking place hundreds of years before the events of The Magicians' Guild, The Magician's Apprentice is the new novel
set in the world of Trudi Canavan's Black Magician trilogy. In the remote village of Mandryn, Tessia serves as assistant to
her father, the village Healer. Her mother would rather she found a husband. But her life is about to take a very
unexpected turn. When the advances of a visiting Sachakan mage get violent, Tessia unconsciously taps unknown
reserves of magic to defend herself. Lord Dakon, the local magician, takes Tessia under his wing as an apprentice. The
hours are long and the work arduous, but soon an exciting new world opens up to her. There are fine clothes and
servants and - to Tessia's delight - regular trips to the great city of Imardin. However, Tessia is about to discover that her
magical gifts bring with them a great deal of responsibility. For a storm is approaching that threatens to tear her world
apart.
Grieving over the devastating loss of her closest confidante, Marla Wolfblade encounters a formidable adversary, while
her son Damin finds his ability to fight invaders hampered by political factors, and mad Mahkas Damaran plots continued
tyranny over the city of Krakandar. Reprint.
This book of reverent and irreverent poetry invites you to rethink what is sacred. Beginning with a thought provoking
essay, It's All God, Anyway, is a map of a spiritual life, and offers guidance on how to awaken to, and listen for, the divine
in our everyday lives. Rooted in ordinary life, the poems are readily accessible. They are simple stories about how the
author listens for the hidden dimension of existence revealed through the commonplace; demanding neighbors, dinners
with loved ones, blazing sunsets, impatient mothers; even the rabbit who has adopted the neighborhood. By immersing
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yourself in these reflections, you will discover you are thinking of the divine and your own life differently. You are being
invited--by recognizing that It's all God, anyway--to live with a different intention, with meaning, purpose, and
deliciousness, even if you may sometimes be rooting around in the muck. By joining the author on her journey, you will
deepen your own spiritual practice, and connect with the unique language that the divine has for you. The Holy One has
innumerable ways of singing us closer.
The magical tide is turning, and the immortals who have walked the world for aeons are once again coming into their
powers-powers that will cause devastation when they reach their full strength.
How do you go about killing yourself when you are an immortal? Is it even possible? Jennifer Fallon explores this
tantalizing puzzle in The Gods of Amyrantha, the second in her Tide Lords series. The Tide is turning and the Tide Lords'
powers are returning with it. Cayal, the Immortal Prince, hero of legend, was thought to be only a fictional character.
Cayal sure wishes that he was a piece of fiction—anything that would help him shuffle off this mortal coil. But even though
he longs for a final death, things in the world keep pulling him back. Such as Arkady Desean, an expert on the legends of
the Tide Lords who has discovered the truth about Cayal...and captured his heart. Yes, the Tide Lords will walk upon the
earth once more and, with the power that surges through the cosmos, stand poised to wreak havoc on all that humans
hold dear. Cayal will have to decide if he wants to go on living just a little longer and if he is willing to risk his fellow
immortals' wrath in order to save the world. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
The brightest names in science fiction pen all-new tales of space and wonder: Kage Baker Stephen Baxter Gregory
Benford Tony Daniel Greg Egan Peter F. Hamilton Gwyneth Jones James Patrick Kelly Nancy Kress Ken Macleod Paul
J. McAuley Ian McDonald Robert Reed Alastair Reynolds Mary Rosenblum Robert Silverberg Dan Simmons Walter Jon
Williams
From two of the best editors working today ... These are the legends of Australian fantasy - eleven of Australia's best-loved and
most widely read writers ... Gathered together by equally legendary editors Jack Dann and Jonathan Strahan to produce an
entirely original compilation ... Celebrate the legends of Australian fantasy. Extraordinary voices ... extraordinary worlds. Come to
Erith, to a faerie tale with a sting, or to Obernewtyn, long before the Seeker was born. Revisit a dark pocket of history for the
Magician's Guild or get caught up in the confusion of an endlessly repeating day in the Citadel. Cross the wall, where Charter
magic is all that lies between you and death. A trip with a graverobber can be gruesome, and it's hard to share the fear of a woman
who must kill her husband if her child is to rule ... A mysterious tale plays out in Sevenwaters. Catch up with Ros and Adi as they
prepare for the greatest change of all. Other twists in these fabulous tales bring us to demonic destiny and an alternate WWII.
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these eleven short novels will take you on amazing new journeys with favourite characters from the worlds you know and love ...
'this is a book to savour, treasure, re-read' SYDNEY MORNING HERALD on tHE LOCUS AWARDS, edited by Jonathan Strahan
and Charles N. Brown 'at once quintessentially Australian and enticingly other. If you read short fiction you'll want this collection. If
you don't, this is a reason to start' BOOKSELLER+PUBLISHER on DREAMING AGAIN, edited by Jack Dann
This collection of nine tales about the minor races of Krynn--the lovable, mischievous, and brave sidekicks of the "Dragonlance"
heroes--also includes a novella by the editors. Reprint.
When a routine hanging goes wrong and a murderer somehow survives the noose, the man announces he is an immortal. And not
just any immortal, but Cayal, the Immortal Prince, hero of legend, thought to be only a fictional character. To most he is a figure
out of the Tide Lord Tarot, the only record left on Amyrantha of the mythical beings whom fable tells created the race of halfhuman, half-animal Crasii, a race of slaves. Arkady Desean is an expert on the legends of the Tide Lords so at the request of the
King's Spymaster, she is sent to interrogate this would-be immortal, hoping to prove he is a spy, or at the very least, a madman.
Though she is set the task of proving Cayal a liar, Arkady finds herself believing him, against her own good sense. And as she
begins to truly believe in the Tide Lords, her own web of lies begins to unravel... At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Sparhawk, who is in possession of the magical sapphire that can help him save Queen Ehlana, must first dodge the powers of the
evil god Azash
How do you go about killing yourself when you are an immortal? Is it even possible? Jennifer Fallon explores this tantalizing
puzzle in The Gods of Amyrantha, the second in her Tide Lords series. The Tide is turning and the Tide Lords' powers are
returning with it. Cayal, the Immortal Prince, hero of legend, was thought to be only a fictional character. Cayal sure wishes that he
was a piece of fiction—anything that would help him shuffle off this mortal coil. But even though he longs for a final death, things in
the world keep pulling him back. Such as Arkady Desean, an expert on the legends of the Tide Lords who has discovered the truth
about Cayal...and captured his heart. Yes, the Tide Lords will walk upon the earth once more and, with the power that surges
through the cosmos, stand poised to wreak havoc on all that humans hold dear. Cayal will have to decide if he wants to go on
living just a little longer and if he is willing to risk his fellow immortals' wrath in order to save the world.
The thrilling sequel to THE LYRE THIEF Since fleeing Winternest to avoid King Hablet's wrath when he discovers the truth about
her parentage, leaving her slave, Charisee, to take her place, Rakaia has been on quite an adventure. She has met the demon
child, traveled the continent with the charming minstrel, Mica the Magnificent, enjoying more freedom then she ever imagined
trapped in the harem in Talabar. But her freedom has come at a cost. Mica has committed an unthinkable crime, worse even, than
stealing the golden lyre, and she is now his unwilling accomplice, sailing the high seas on a Tri-lander pirate ship, doing everything
she can to avoid upsetting the man she once thought she loved, but has now realized is quite insane. Meanwhile, Charisee, still
pretending to be Rakaia, is trying to make the best of her new life as the Lady of Highcastle. But Rakaia's past will catch up with
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her, even as her own lies are in danger of being exposed. As Adrina struggles to hold Hythria together, and Marla tries to deal with
the fallout from the shocking events that take place in the Citadel during the treaty negotiations, Wrayan Lightfinger and the
apprentice sorcerer, Julika Hawksword, must travel to Sanctuary to find out why the fortress is back. What they will discover is
shocking and will affect the entire world, even though they don't realize it.
When seventeen-year-old orphaned shapechanger Tessa Gray is kidnapped by the villainous Mortmain in his final bid for power,
the London Institute rallies to save her, but is beset by danger and betrayal at every turn.
Game of Thrones fans will love the New York Times bestselling Abhorsen series. Sabriel, the first installment in the trilogy,
launched critically acclaimed author Garth Nix onto the fantasy scene as a rising star. Dark Secrets, Deep Love, and Dangerous
Magic Sent to a boarding school in Ancelstierre as a young child, Sabriel has had little experience with the random power of Free
Magic or the Dead who refuse to stay dead in the Old Kingdom. But during her final semester, her father, the Abhorsen, goes
missing, and Sabriel knows she must enter the Old Kingdom to find him. She soon finds companions in Mogget, a cat whose aloof
manner barely conceals its malevolent spirit, and Touchstone, a young Charter Mage long imprisoned by magic, now free in body
but still trapped by painful memories. As the three travel deep into the Old Kingdom, threats mount on all sides. And every step
brings them closer to a battle that will pit them against the true forces of life and death—and bring Sabriel face-to-face with her own
destiny. “Sabriel is a winner, a fantasy that reads like realism. Here is a world with the same solidity and four-dimensional authority
as our own, created with invention, clarity and intelligence.” —Philip Pullman, author of His Dark Materials trilogy
'The most captivating children’s book I’ve seen so far this year,' Amanda Craig, The Times Ping is a slave in a little-used royal
palace on the edge of the Emperor’s kingdom. Her tyrannic master is a cruel drunk who neglects his duties as Imperial
Dragonkeeper and under his watch the Emperor’s dragons have dwindled from a magnificent dozen to a miserable two. When
one dragon dies, only the ancient and wise Long Danzi remains. His fate seems sealed – until Ping comes to his rescue in a
moment of startling bravery that reveals her destiny as a Dragonkeeper. Pursued by the Emperor’s forces and an evil dragon
hunter, Ping, Danzi, and a rat called Hua, set off on a remarkable journey across the kingdom. Bound for the Ocean, they carry a
mesmerising, beautiful dragon stone that must be protected at any cost. Surviving dangers of all kinds – a shape-shifting
necromancer, and a ritual sacrifice among them – the trio finally arrive at Ocean, Danzi’s final place of rest. But as her dragonfriend leaves Ping forever, the dragon stone reveals its spectacular secret...
The magical Tide has turned and the Immortal Lords once again have their full power. The Immortal Lord Cayal welcomes this
power as a means to an end--his end, preferably. Cayal has wanted to cease his existence for longer than human history and it
looks like he might finally get his wish. Rumors swirl that the Chaos Crystal, the mysterious prism that brought the Immortals to the
world, has been found. Cayal is determined to seize the gem. Among those who search for this long-lost object is Cayal's former
lover, the very mortal Lady Arkady. She's been captured by Jaxyn, a Tide Lord who is decidedly against Cayal and is seeking the
Crystal for his own nefarious schemes. Arkady escapes, and is off on her desperate search...for if the gem falls into the hands of
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the Immortals, what will become of humanity? The stakes are high, with mortal and immortal fighting to grasp this ultimate prize.
Whoever holds the Crystal can decide the fate of the world. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
A mortally wounded R'shiel seeks the healing powers of the believed-extinct magical Harshini, while Tarja and the Defenders
consider an alliance with a long-time adversary in order to protect themselves against Karien invaders.
Rendered outlaws in the wilderness when the land of Medalon surrenders to foreign invaders, Damin Wolfblade and his army work
to defeat a usurper, while Demon Child R'shiel struggles toward a final confrontation with the powerful Xaphista. By the author of
Treason Keep. Reprint.
R'shiel, daughter of the First Sister of the Blade, and her half-brother, Tarja, a Captain of the Defenders, become caught up in a
rebellion against the Sisterhood, the rulers of Medalon.
Following the sudden end of her marriage, Annabelle Beck returns from Melbourne to the sanctuary of her old family home in
North Queensland. There she discovers that the former stockman, Bo Rennie, knows her from her childhood.
Leaving the behind the imaginings of Deepgate, Alan Campbell introduces a new world, a new cast of characters in a novel that
reads like a cross between Stephen Deas and Joe Abercrombie. With non-stop action, beautiful characterization and Alan's usual
flair for imagination and lyrical writing, welcome to a world of water - where dragons are used as weapons and countries are
separated by power, greed and fear... Thrown out of the Graveyard corps by a corrupt and weak emperor, Granger has to turn to
running his own prison. Itâe(tm)s not a lucrative business but if he keeps his head down, doesn't succumb to pity or morals then he
may just survive. But when two unexpected prisoners enter his life then his world is turned upside down. Ianthe is young, blind and
deaf âe" she can only see or hear through other peopleâe(tm)s senses. This makes her unique in a world held to ransom by the
powerful Haurstaf âe" a sisterhood of telepaths who consider the young girl a threat to their power. She's also Granger's
daughter...
Discover the secrets of Erin Hunter’s #1 bestselling Warriors series. Enter the world of the warrior Clans… In this two-in-one field
guide, get an indispensable insider’s look at the world of the five warrior cat Clans. The perfect addition to any Warriors fan’s
collection, this paperback special edition includes two companion books in one volume: Warriors Field Guide: Secrets of the
Clans: Learn about the origin of the Clans, their history and legends, and the training, traditions, and rituals involved in the lifelong
path of a warrior. Warriors: Code of the Clans: Discover the origins of the warrior code, which governs how Clan cats live side by
side in times of war and peace, with untold stories from the Warriors world and beautiful black-and-white illustrations.
Darkness threatens Ranadon again in the form of an eclipse. The Goddess wants to give the people of Ranadon a sign—and only
Dirk Provin can interpret it. To do so, Dirk has systematically betrayed his one-time allies to join his most hated enemies. Now,
with neither side trusting him, Dirk sets his own devious plot in motion Senet’s Crippled Prince, Misha, has found unexpected and
tenuous sanctuary among the Baenlanders of Mil. To secure their trust, he offers them the one thing they cannot refuse.
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Meanwhile, Alenor, Queen of Dhevyn, betrayed by her husband, Kirsh, and Tia Veran, deceived by Dirk, set out for revenge and to
finally free their people at any cost. As the second sons and the rest of their generation pursue different paths to survival and
freedom, they discover that the will of the Goddess—and of men—works in mysterious ways. And as Dirk’s old enemies join with
new ones, his attempt to save Ranadon may cost him his friends, his love...and his life.
The gods of legend rise again on the world of Amyrantha in this tale of court intrigue, human-animal half-breeds, and claims of
immortality.
Ten years have passed since the events of the Demon Child books that left the god Xaphista dead, the nation Karien without a
religion or king and the matriarchal country of Medalon ruled by men. But it is in the kingdoms of the south that things really heat
up. When Princess Rakaia of Fardohnya discovers she is not of royal birth, she agrees to marry a much older Hythrun noble in a
chance to escape her 'father's wrath. Rakaia takes nothing but her jewels and her base-born half-sister, Charisee, who has been
her slave, handmaiden and best friend since she was six years old. And who can pass as Rakaia's double. These two sisters
embark on a Shakespearian tale of switched identities, complicated love triangles...and meddlesome gods. Rakaia is rescued on
the road by none other than the Demon Child, R'shiel, still searching for a way to force Death to release her near immortal Brak.
Charisee tries to act like the princess she was never meant to be and manages to draw the attention of the God of Liars who
applauds her deception and only wants to help. Then there is the little matter of the God of Music's magical totem that has been
stolen...and how this theft may undo the universe. Powerful magics, byzantine politics, sweeping adventure, and a couple of juicy
love stories thrown in for good measure, The Lyre Thief is classic Fallon that is sure to appeal to her fans.
Marla Wolfblade of Hythria is determined to restore her family's great name, but conspirators surround her: the Sorcerers'
Collective, the Patriots -- even members of her own family. She must make sure her son Damin lives to be old enough to restore
the Wolfblade name to its former glory. Elezaar the Dwarf is a small man with big secrets -- but that doesn't matter to Marla
Wolfblade. Her brother is the High Prince of Hythria, and, in this fiercely patriarchal society, her fate will be decided on his whim.
She needs someone politically astute to guide her through the maze of court politics -- and Elezaar the Dwarf knows more than he
lets on. As Elezaar teaches Marla the Rules of Gaining and Wielding Power, Marla starts on the road to becoming a tactician and
a wily diplomat -- but will that be enough to keep her son alive? At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Marla Wolfblade is reeling from the loss of her closest confidant, Elizaar the Fool, who taught her the Rules of Gaining and
Wielding Power, and helped shape her into a force in Hythria. But Marla's plans for revenge are disrupted when she discovers she
has a dangerous adversary.... On the border, Fardohnya has massed its troops for an invasion, and Marla's eldest son, Damin
Wolfblade, heir to the throne of Hythria, finds his ability to fight back is thwarted by tradition, politics, and the foolishness of the
High Prince... Back in Krakandar, Mahkas Damaran awaits news of the battle and has sealed the city against Damin's return. With
the city on the brink of starvation, it seems only theft on an unprecedented scale can free Krakandar from Mahkas's madness and
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tyranny... and destroy Hythria's web of secrets and lies. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
Ten years have passed since the events of the Demon Child books that left the god Xaphista dead, the nation Karien without a
religion or king and the matriarchal country of Medalon ruled by men. But it is in the kingdoms of the south that things really heat
up. When Princess Rakaia of Fardohnya discovers she is not of royal birth, she agrees to marry a much older Hythrun noble in a
chance to escape her 'father's wrath. Rakaia takes nothing but her jewels and her base-born half-sister, Charisee, who has been
her slave, handmaiden and best friend since she was six years old. And who can pass as Rakaia's double. These two sisters
embark on a Shakespearian tale of switched identities, complicated love triangles...and meddlesome gods. Rakaia is rescued on
the road by none other than the Demon Child, R'shiel, still searching for a way to force Death to release her near immortal Brak.
Charisee tries to act like the princess she was never meant to be and manages to draw the attention of the God of Liars who
applauds her deception and only wants to help. Then there is the little matter of the God of Music's magical totem that has been
stolen...and how this theft may undo the universe. Powerful magics, byzantine politics, sweeping adventure, and a couple of juicy
love stories thrown in for good measure, The Lyre Thief is classic Fallon that is sure to appeal to her fans. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
This first book of the Second Sons Trilogy establishes Jennifer Fallon as one of the most unique voices in fantasy fiction, as she
creates full characters, and takes intelligent plotting to a whole new level in order to establish unparalleled complexity and tension.
On the world Ranadon there is no night as both suns shine brightly. The intervention of Belagren, High Priestess of the
Shadowdancers, and the sacrifice of a child of royal blood, has banished the Age of Shadows from the skies. Belagren's position is
unquestioned . . . until circumstances begin to tip political rivalries into a deadlier game altogether. A volcanic eruption rocks the
seas separating the Kingdom of Dhevyn and the mainland Kingdom of Senet, and a mysterious sailor is shipwrecked on the island
of Elcast. Badly wounded, his arrival stirs up old hatreds and unravels old secrets. His presence is enough to even bring Antonov,
the powerful Lion of Senet, to the island and fear to the Keep of the Duke of Elcast. A strong friendship develops between Dirk,
second son of the Duke, and Kirshov Latanya, second son of the Lion of Senet. But will they, and their friendship, survive the
chain of events set in motion by the ambitions of the ruthless High Priestess of the Shadowdancers and the domineering Lion of
Senet?
Welcome to the Hythrun Chronicles, Jennifer Fallon's epic, international bestselling fantasy series.BestFantasyBooks.com lists the
fourth book in this series, Medalon, in the world's top 30 best political fantasy books along with New York Times Best Seller, Game
of Thrones. This Wolfblade Trilogy companion volume lists the full set of Elezaar's infamous Rules of Gaining and Wielding Power
that he teaches Marla Wolfblade in her quest to protect the throne of Hythria for her son.Treat yourself to the 10 adventure-filled,
action-packed books of the Hythrun Chronicles, from international bestselling author, Jennifer Fallon. With the epic scope of the
Hobbit and Lord of the Rings, the humor of David Eddings in his heyday, the drama of Diana Gabaldon and the action, epic
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worldbuilding and political scheming of George R R Martin, you'll have some idea of the fabulous worlds and the intriguing
characters awaiting you.
Book two in the magnificent Empire Trilogy by bestselling authors Raymond E. Feist and Janny Wurts, now available in ebook
The first adventure in the New York Times–bestselling fantasy trilogy from the legendary million-selling author and creator of Drizzt
Do’Urden. In the once-stable land of Eriador, young fighter Luthien Bedwyr is too naive to grasp the consequences of the evil new reign of
Wizard-King Greensparrow—until Luthien’s best friend is slain by one of the despot’s cyclopean soldiers. Publicly vowing revenge, Luthien
becomes not only the wizard’s most-wanted adversary, but also a fugitive embarking on a grand scheme to restore peace to the kingdom.
His mettle tested, Luthien crosses paths with highwayhalfling Oliver deBurrows. The irrepressible thief is game to join him. But at the behest
of an ancient mage, Luthien must first secure two ancient weapons from a dragon’s lair: a legendary sword and a mystical blood-red cape
that renders its wearer invisible. Rumors soon begin to swirl of a freedom fighter preparing to strike against Greensparrow and his monstrous
minions, affording a tenuous hope for liberation among Eriador’s oppressed—especially a beautiful Fairborn elf slave risking everything to
support the coming insurgency of the hero they call the Crimson Shadow. This first tale of the Crimson Shadow trilogy is “a fine adventure
filled with memorable characters and compelling action” (Terry Brooks). New York Times–bestselling author R. A. Salvatore once again
proves he “choreographs battle scenes better than any other contemporary fantasist” (Publishers Weekly).
Janny Wurts’s epic tale of two half-brothers cursed to life-long enmity continues in this spectacular second volume.
In the sequel to The Woods Out Back, Gary returns to the realm of Faerie to find a changed world and journeys through the enchanted land
on a quest to find an ancient hero's sacred armor and magic spear and battle the dark shadows of evil. Original.
Warrior is the second fantasy novel in The Wolfblade Trilogy, set before the events of the Demon Child Trilogy, and follows the adventures of
Damin Wolfblade's mother, Her Highness Marla Wolfblade of Hythria. It is eight years since Marla Wolfblade buried her second husband. In
that time, she has become the power behind Hythria's throne -- as much from a desire to control her own destiny in any way she can, as to
protect her son, young Damin. But while Marla plays the games of politics and diplomacy, the High Arrion of the Sorcerers' Collective is
plotting to destroy her -- and the entire Wolfblade line. And while Marla's power and fortune are great, they may yet not be enough to protect
herself and her family from the High Arrion's wrath -- and her only ally and confidant, Elezaar the Fool, is toying with the idea of betrayal. For
he has discovered that the infamous Rules of Gaining and Wielding Power are not so useful when his own family is involved... At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
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